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Manage “Buy now, pay later” 
in one system
Solitea Installment Sale Express o�ers you the option to 
purchase your item or services over time through a set number 
of regular payments. It is a sophisticated solution to control 
your day to day transactions which provides actionable 
insights that support you in decision-making process.

Integrated Microso� solution
Solitea Installment Sale Express is based on Dynamics 365 
Business Central which is an all-in-one business 
management solution that connects operations for small 
to mid-sized businesses. It ensures business continuity with 
a cloud solution and help teams adapt faster and deliver 
results. Installment Sale Express has full integration in case 
of accounting, active debts, fees of the installments, sales, and purchase. Your data is safeguarded 
by Microso� Azure, providing industry-leading multi-layered physical security systems and o�ering 
a comprehensive por�olio of compliance support and privacy standards.

Accelerate 
financial close,

improve 
forecasting,

and get real-time 
pe�ormance metrics

while fostering compliance and security.

In Solitea Installment Sale Express you can apply appropriate interest and fees if the installments 
are late or unpaid, send notifications to customers and manage the cost into interest and fee-free 
monthly payments. It facilitates to manage timeframe of the installments for retail institutions, 
micro-lenders, financiers who are using installment sale. 

High professional level with easy control
Solitea Installment Sale Express is easy to use due to wizards for important operation. You can work 
with financing multiple sales cases, aliquot calculation, incident list, make changes and forecasting 
based on historical data. Installment Sale Express has direct connection to sales which helps you in 
better orientation of your business.
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With Solitea Installment Sale Express, 
you have your business data in one source, 
providing one version of the truth. All data is 
connected and presented in clear, role-tailored 
dashboards. The embedded guidance allows you 
to make better decisions faster. 

Your data is 
handled following 

international 
accounting 
compliance 

standards.

Embedded analytics
The high level of automation helps you to make better decisions faster. It o�ers automatic 
reporting on client statistics. The embedded analytics and built-in artificial intelligence 
predict revenue growth and profitability, which can make the di�erence between success and 
failure.
Solitea Installment Sale Express predicts payments using historical data and provides actionable 
insights. The technology o�ers you the opportunity to anticipate in time on trends and contributes to 

Exactly like Microso� O�ice
Solitea Installment Sale Express is a simple solution for complex processes. The 
modern design has the familiar Microso� O�ice experience, so you do not have to 
learn anything new. You can connect people, processes, and insights to make better 
decisions faster with embedded guidance, dashboards, and interoperability with 
Microso� 365 and Microso� Teams.

Contact us

About Solitea
We save people time, improve the company's capacity and simplify processes. We develop so�ware 
that helps entrepreneurs, companies, corporations and public institutions. Thanks to us, businesses 
both small and large are better able to cope with legislative obligations and everyday work agendas.
Installment Sale Express App is part of Solitea Express Apps family which also includes Loans 
Express, Financial Leasing Express and Funding Express. Check out more on our website.

Installment Sale Express

1,200 motivated employees                250,000+ satisfied customers

one-core.com+420 577 113 111 sales.api@solitea.czflat fee per month

$530

https://one-core.com/



